
Why Chris Mosier Left The World of Big-Box Real 
Estate Franchises For Lakefront Living Realty

How this self-taught real estate expert found her passion selling lake homes 
and turned it into a successful, rewarding career with the niche-focused real 
estate franchise.

Chris Mosier has always been a visionary with an entrepreneurial spirit. Before beginning her real 
estate career with RE/MAX, the woman who would go on to co-found Lakefront Living Realty dabbled 
in landscape architecture and the world of corporate travel, teaching herself everything she needed to 
know to succeed along the way. After taking time off to start a family, Mosier was itching to get back 
into the working world and decided pursuing her real estate license would be her next move. Without 
any experience in the field, she chose to join a brand she was familiar with.

Put simply, Mosier said, “I knew the RE/MAX name and thought the brand recognition would be 
essential for my success.” She quickly discovered RE/MAX was for seasoned agents and was once 
again in a position where she had to teach herself everything. Mosier attended every educational 
seminar and conference she could find while working with real estate coaches, building up her skill  
set on her own, quite successfully, at that; Mosier went on to receive numerous awards including the 
RE/MAX Hall of Fame award. 

In the fall of 2005, Mosier and her husband purchased a lakefront cottage about an hour away from 
their Columbus, Ohio home. 
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“The process of finding and purchasing our lake home was beyond frustrating,” Mosier recounted. 
“Not only was it impossible to locate just lakefront listings, but we also wanted to understand all the 
details and amenities of the lakes within an hour’s drive of the Columbus area, ad there were no online 
resources available.”

Even more frustrating was the experience with the local agents at the lake. “They were more interested 
in getting both sides of the commission than letting an out-of-town agent view their listing, meaning 
I could not get phone calls answered nor offers considered,” Mosier said. She and her husband finally 
found a ‘for sale by owner’ home at Apple Valley Lake, putting an end to the grueling process. Little did 
she know at the time, her own struggles during the buying process would come to define her career.

“We lived for the weekend when we could escape to the lake with our kids and friends,” Mosier said. 
“I soon found myself wanting to help others find this same lifestyle but without the frustration I went 
through.” So that she did—on a pillar of ethical service, Mosier dubbed herself ‘Central Ohio’s Lakefront 
Specialist,’ and got to selling exclusively lakefront homes. The word spread, and her business took off.  

Ever the visionary, Mosier knew she was just beginning to scratch the surface of the business 
possibilities of her specialization. As her vision expanded to having a resident specialist at every Ohio 
lake, Mosier began running into trouble with her RE/MAX affiliation because every lake fell under a 
different MLS. She considered buying a RE/MAX franchise to circumvent the issue, but found the 
support and fees undesirable.

“I searched the nation to see if there was a company that exclusively sold lake homes because that 
was all I wanted to do, but it didn’t exist. That’s how I found Scott.”

The Scott in question here was Scott Freerksen, co-founder of Lakefront Living Realty. The two 
bonded over the glaring need for specialization in the buying and selling of lake homes, and eventually 
decided to team up to create a solution.

“I’ll be honest, the thought of becoming a broker came with fear for me,” Mosier said. “I worried about 
being a leader to future agents, if I’d be able to manage all the systems required to run a brokerage 
and expenses. I thought, ‘Why on earth am I considering putting this on my plate when I am happy 
with the amount of money I’m making now? Am I making a mistake?’ But the passion for this vision 
wasn’t going away, and after my husband and I met with Scott, we knew this was our next step.” 

Fast forward 5 years, Mosier feels more confident in her decision by the day.

“I like this acronym for the word FEAR: False Expectations Appearing Real,” she said. “The fears I had 
were lies. Starting this brokerage, while it did take time, was seamless, and our systems have set me 
up to run a business instead of the real estate business running me. I wasn’t nearly as productive or as 
lucrative in my RE/MAX days as I am now.”

Mosier said the decision to leap into the specialty market of lakefront real estate with Lakefront Living 
has not only brought her joy, but tremendous success. 

“With RE/MAX, you can be a specialist, but there’s no system in place to support your work within a 
certain niche,” Mosier said. “There’s a niche focus to everything for me now. With a big-box franchise, 
you’re in a huge melting pot of all homes out there. With us, everything is designed for our niche, 
with the systems and training in place to enhance that specialty to make you the lake expert. Our 
concierge-level service for every lake home buyer and seller provides a true competitive advantage. 
Plus, with our exposure spreading nationally, I look forward to where this is going.”

To learn more about franchising with Lakefront Living, visit www.lakefrontlivingfranchise.com.
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